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TM

is learning in a whole new light

What makes
it different?

What is it?
Lightbox™ is the amazing PreK12 interactive eBook platform
that brings learning to life. Easily
fill curriculum gaps in language
arts, history and science in this
multimedia space. Use text, audio
and video to explore content
aligned with national and state
standards. All English titles include
one print book and one eBook.

Lightbox provides a unique,
student-centered learning
experience to improve
comprehension, vocabulary and
engagement – all within the same
interface. You can use it on any
device and reinforce material
learned through slideshows, quizzes
and key words. Plus, students and
teachers love it!

What Lightbox users are saying…
“The Lightbox titles are nice. They’re bite-sized yet run the gamut
of great tools. Lightbox has everything I need all in one place.”
“The Lightbox Teacher was very helpful. Really good ideas
for instruction and really nice to have it as a hardcover book.”
KIM GOLDBERG
8th grade Social Studies Teacher
Caruso Middle School
Deerfield Public Schools

10%

Follett is proud to aid in the conservation of our
natural resources by printing on recycled paper.

The features in Lightbox provide a unique,
engaging experience for students, including:

QUIZZES
Exercises that
are graded
and emailed
to teachers

VIDEOS
Embedded
high-definition
video clips

AUDIO
High-quality
narration using
text-to-speech

KEY WORDS
Key concepts
matched to
their definitions

WEBLINKS
Curated links to external,
child-safe resources

GOOGLE MAPS
Interactive maps and
aerial satellite imagery
ACTIVITIES
Printable PDFs that can
be emailed and graded

SLIDESHOWS
Picture overviews
of key concepts
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Follett’s team of experienced educators identified these series as appropriate for IB educators and students.
They support units of inquiry and can help supplement an educator’s scope and sequence.

TM

SCIENCE 6-8

IB

Basic Physics
The Basic Physics series guides readers through the concepts of physical science and how they relate to everyday
life. Each book features exciting images, fascinating facts and engaging diagrams designed to inspire a better
understanding of physical science.

#1224KC3

#1224LC0

#1224MC8

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Matter and Its Interactions
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 900L-1050L
Fountas and Pinnell U-Y

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

2

#1224NC5

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5"x 10", 24 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

IB

TM

The Human Body series guides readers through the fascinating inner workings of the major body systems. The
human body contains several complex systems that work closely together to support life and allow the body
to function properly. Each book explores the characteristics and interactions of these systems, as well as their
importance to daily life.

#1227TC8

#1227ZC1

#1227WCX

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Structure and Function
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 900L-1050L
Fountas and Pinnell U-Y

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

#1227YC4

#1227VC2

SCIENCE 6-8

Human Body

#1227UC5

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 32 pages

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.
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TM

SCIENCE 6-8

IB

Nature of Life
Nature of Life introduces readers to the ways in which life on Earth is able to function and grow. Each title
explores a unique features of life through exciting visuals, informative diagrams and fascinating facts.

#1226BC0

#1226AC3

#1226CC8

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Structure and Function
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 725L-925L
Fountas and Pinnell R-U

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words
START

4

#1226DC5

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5"x 10", 32 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

Brand NEW

IB

Series!

TM

Each book in the Science Q&A series illustrates how science touches and shapes our daily lives. Spectacular
color images highlight fascinating facts that will engage and excite young minds. In addition, each book offers
exciting challenges and hands-on activities. This captivating series leads to an understanding and appreciation of
the important role that science plays in the world around us.

#1210AJ7

#1210BJ4

#1210CJ1

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Energy in Chemical Processes and
Everyday Life, Earth Materials and
Systems, Defining and Delimiting
Engineering Problems
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 900L-1000L
Fountas and Pinnell W-Y

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

#1210DJ9

#1210EJ6

SCIENCE 6-8

Science Q&A

#1210FJ3

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 48 pages

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.
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TM

SCIENCE 6-8

IB

The Solar System
The Solar System examines the eight planets, five known dwarf planets and the Sun. Each book uses vivid visuals
and exciting facts to illustrate the history, physical features and key discoveries of the objects that make up the
solar system.

#1228KC9

#1228LC6

#1228MC3

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

The Universe and Its Stars
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 825L-1000L
Fountas and Pinnell S-W

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

6

#1228PC5

#1228NC0

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 24 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

TM

SCIENCE 6-8

#1228RCX

#1228SC7

#1228QC2

#1228TC4

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.

#1228UC1

7

TM

SOCIAL STUDIES 6-8

IB

Ancient Empires and Civilizations
Learn about the peoples of the past and how they lived in Ancient Empires and Civilizations. Each book in this
new series explores the history, culture and territory of an ancient group of people with vivid images and easyto-read text.

#1224DC2

#1224ECX

#1224FC7

#1224GC4

#1224HC1

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

People, Places, and Environments
Based on the National Council for the
Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 800L-1025L
Fountas and Pinnell S-W

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

8

#1224JC6

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 32 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

Brand NEW

IB

Series!

TM

The Early Explorers of the World series provides an overview of the explorers who traveled the world in search of
new lands and trading opportunities. Information about the goals and successes of each expedition, together
with text about the routes, hardships, equipment and supplies round out each fact-filled title. Each title also
includes a nod to the present, profiling modern-day explorers and the work they do.

#1212TJ8

#1212UJ5

#1212VJ2

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Culture, Time, Continuity, and
Change, People, Places, and
Environments, Individuals, Groups,
and Institutions, Global Connections
Based on the National Council for Social
Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 800L-900L
Fountas and Pinnell T-V

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

#1212WJX

#1212YJ4

SOCIAL STUDIES 6-8

Early Explorers of the World

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 32 pages

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.
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TM

SOCIAL STUDIES 6-8

IB

Countries
Readers are invited on an exciting journey across the globe with the Countries series. Fascinating facts and
brilliant photography bring the diversity of the world’s people and places to life in each easy-to-read title. From
Canada to Brazil, each title is sure to broaden the horizons of young readers.

#1295VC8

#1295WC5

#1295YCX

#1295ZC7

#1296AC1

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Culture
Based on the National Council for the
Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 875L-1075L
Fountas and Pinnell W-Z

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

10

#1296BC9

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5"x 10", 32 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

6

6 NEW

Titles!
TM

#1217CJ6

#1217DJ3

#1217EJ0

#1217FJ8

#1217GJ5

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.

#1217HJ2

SOCIAL STUDIES 6-8

NEW TITLES!

11

TM

SOCIAL STUDIES 6-8

Outstanding African Americans
The Outstanding African Americans series examines the experiences, events and accomplishments of African
Americans. Each book explores a theme in African American history. Detailed text and historic photos ensure
students will gain a greater respect for and understanding of African American heritage.

#1296RC5

#1296SC2

#1296TCX

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Individual Development and Identity
Based on the National Council for the
Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 800L-975L
Fountas and Pinnell S-V

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words
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#1296UC7

PRICING
$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 48 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

Brand NEW

IB

Series!

TM

Young readers will learn fascinating facts about the world’s indigenous peoples in the World Cultures series.
Each book unveils the traditions, myths and social activities of an indigenous group. Readers will learn about
the development of their culture, their methods of hunting and gathering, their rituals and their daily lives.

#1215NJ3

#1215JJ4

#1215RJ2

#1215SJX

#1215PJ8

#1215QJ5

#1215LJ9

#1215MJ6

#1215KJ1

#1215TJ7

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

SPECIFICATIONS

GUIDED READING LEVELS

PRICING

Culture, Time, Continuity, and
Change, People, Places, and
Environments, Global Connections
Based on the National Council for Social
Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Standard Features of Lightbox
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes
and key words

Lexile 900L-1000L
Fountas and Pinnell W-Y

$60.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
7.5" x 10", 32 pages

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.

SOCIAL STUDIES 6-8

World Cultures

13

High School
Educator
Resources
for Lightbox
Check out the
extension activities
and teacher notes!

EXTENSION
ACTIVITIES
Offer ideas for
projects using
Lightbox content,
complete with
assessment
benchmarks.

Every Lightbox™ title for high school students
comes with a Teacher Resources book to
provide instructional support. It can help:
• Introduce complex topics in a way that connects
with how students learn
• Save teachers time by curating primary source
documents and relating them to the text
• Support the full text by linking key concepts to
understanding literature
• Guide students to build a deeper understanding
of the context of key novels

FIRST HAND
Speeches, newspaper
articles and other
historical materials

Lightbox high school titles enjoy all the
standard functions of elementary titles,
plus three more important features!
*standard features listed on page 1

TEACHER
NOTES
Pair discussion
ideas and
support with the
student tools and
resources in each
Lightbox title.

DOCS
Primary source
documents that
include letters
and diaries

MORE
Enhanced interactive
text boxes that
provide bonus facts

Visit titlewave.com/go/lightbox
to view a demo for
Lightbox high school titles.

TM

LANGUAGE ARTS 9-12

IB

Lightbox Literature Studies
Explore some of the English language’s most important literary works in Lightbox Literature Studies. This series
uses engaging text to help guide readers through well-known novels and plays.

#1225MC4

#1225SC8

#1225NC1

#1225PC6

#1225QC3

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Literary Response and Analysis
Based on the National Standards for
the English Language Arts (NSELA)
curriculum standards

Lexile 1100L-1250L
Fountas and Pinnell Z

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes, key
words, primary sources, interactive text
boxes, and first-hand account documents

16

#1225RC0

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5" x 10”, 32 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

10 NEW
Titles!

TM

#1210MJ4

#1210NJ1

#1210PJ6

#1210QJ3

#1210RJ0

#1210SJ8

#1210TJ5

#1210UJ2

#1210VJX

#1210WJ7

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.

LANGUAGE ARTS 9-12

NEW TITLES!

17

TM

Brand NEW

SCIENCE 9-12

IB

Series!

Physics
The Physics series examines the science of physics and how it applies to everyday life. Each title contains detailed
diagrams and vivid images that allow readers to visualize key concepts and ideas. Accompanying material, such
as firsthand accounts, detailed transparencies, informative videos and educational Internet links help to provide
a deeper understanding of the complex topics explored in this exciting series.

#1210KJX

#1210GJ0

#1210HJ8

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Structure and Properties of Matter,
Forces and Motion, Definitions
of Energy, Conservation of Energy
and Energy Transfer
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 1000L-1100L
Fountas and Pinnell Z-Z+

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes, key
words, primary sources, interactive text
boxes, and first-hand account documents

18

#1210JJ2

#1210LJ7

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and hardcover
print copy.
9.5" x 10", 48 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

Brand NEW

IB

Series!

TM

The Technology and Innovation series explores significant advancements in technology, from early history to
the modern day. Detailed charts, first-hand accounts and relevant Internet links accompany the text and provide
context to help readers familiarize themselves with milestones in human ingenuity.

#1209TJ7

#1209UJ4

#1209VJ1

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Information Technologies and
Instrumentation, Natural Resources,
Defining and Delimiting Engineering
Problems, Forces and Motion, Types
of Interactions, Definitions of Energy
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 1000L-1100L
Fountas and Pinnell Z-Z+

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes, key
words, primary sources, interactive text
boxes, and first-hand account documents

#1209WJ9

#1209YJ3

SCIENCE 9-12

Technology and Innovation

#1209ZJ0

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5" x 10", 48 pages

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.
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TM

Brand NEW

SCIENCE 9-12

IB

21st Century Science
Explore the fascinating world of modern science in the 21st Century Science series. Every book includes a map,
timeline, slideshow, quiz and detailed diagrams, which allow for comprehensive study of each title subject. From
Living Organisms and Genetics to Chemistry and The Universe, this series helps readers discover both the history
and future of science, and how it shapes life on Earth and beyond. All titles also feature useful teacher resources,
such as rubrics and extension activities, to aid in lesson planning and inspire creative discussions.

#1211DJ5

20

Series!

#1211EJ2

#1211FJX

#1211GJ7

#1211HJ4

#1211JJ9

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

SPECIFICATIONS

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Structure and Properties of Matter,
Chemical Reactions, Definitions
of Energy, Conservation of Energy
and Energy Transfer, Growth and
Development of Organisms, The
Universe and Its Stars, Earth and
the Solar System, Earth Materials
and Systems
Based on the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes,
key words, primary sources, interactive
text boxes, and first-hand account
documents

Lexile 1050L-1260L
Fountas and Pinnell Z-Z+

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5" x 10", 48 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

TM

The U.S. History series explores the timeline of the United States, from the earliest colonies to the modern age.
Each title focuses on a specific era, using documents, biographies and historical accounts to illustrate how it
shaped the United States.

#1226QCX

#1226RC7

#1226SC4

#1226TC1

#1226UC9

#1226VC6

SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12

U.S. History

GUIDED READING LEVELS
Lexile 1100L-1250L
Fountas and Pinnell Z
#1226WC3

#1226YC8

#1226ZC5

#1227ACX

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

SPECIFICATIONS

Time, Continuity, and Change
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS)
curriculum standards

Standard Features of Lightbox high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks, slideshows, interactive
maps, quizzes, key words, primary sources, interactive text
boxes, and first-hand account documents

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5" x 10", 48 pages
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TM

Brand NEW

SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12

IB

Series!

World Geography
The World Geography series examines different aspects of Earth’s surface and how humans interact with it.
Detailed images and relevant data provide context to help readers understand how people live on, are affected
by and use the natural world.

#1209MJ6

#1209NJ3

#1209PJ8

#1209QJ5

#1209RJ2

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Time, Continuity, and Change,
People, Places, and Environments,
Production, Distribution, and
Consumption, Global Connections
Based on the National Council for Social
Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 1000L-1100L
Fountas and Pinnell Z-Z+

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes, key
words, primary sources, interactive text
boxes, and first-hand account documents
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#1209SJX

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5" x 10", 32 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

Brand NEW

IB

Series!

TM

Explore the events that shaped the world we know today in the World History series. Each title provides an
overview of a historical era, highlighting the key figures of the time and the actions that led to new nations,
innovations and discoveries in all parts of the world. Maps, charts, and timelines, along with first-hand accounts
and documents work in tandem with the text to bring history to life.

#1209JJ4

#1209GJ2

#1209LJ9

#1209HJX

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

SPECIFICATIONS

GUIDED READING LEVELS

Culture, Time, Continuity, and
Change, People, Places, and
Environments, Individuals, Groups,
and Institutions, Production,
Distribution, and Consumption,
Global Connections
Based on the National Council for Social
Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes,
key words, primary sources, interactive
text boxes, and first-hand account
documents

Lexile 700L-800L
Fountas and Pinnell Q-S

#1209KJ1

SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12

World History

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5"x 10", 48 pages

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.
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TM

SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12

IB

World Views
Students are invited to think critically about the world around them in WorldViews. This series encourages
readers to examine social, political and environmental issues using practical examples from around the world.
The historical context of each subject is covered, along with possible future outcomes.

#1297PC7

#1297QC4

#1297RC1

#1297SC9

#1297TC6

CURRICULUM CONNECTION

GUIDED READING LEVELS

People, Places, and Environments
Based on the National Council for the
Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Lexile 1100L-1250L
Fountas and Pinnell Z

SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features of Lightbox
high school
Audio, videos, activities, weblinks,
slideshows, interactive maps, quizzes, key
words, primary sources, interactive text
boxes, and first-hand account documents

24

#1297UC3

PRICING
$80.00
Each purchase comes with multiuser
access interactive book and a teacher
resource hardcover print book.
9.5" x 10", 48 pages

877.857.7858 (+1.708.884.5100) | Free shipping in the US and Canada.

7NEW

Titles!
TM

#1208ZJ4

#1208BJ6

#1209FJ5

#1209EJ8

#1209AJ9

#1209CJ6

Visit titlewave.com to learn more.

#1209DJ0

SOCIAL STUDIES 9-12

NEW TITLES!
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See learning in a whole new light
Lightbox™ is the amazing K-12 interactive eBook platform that brings learning to life for your students.
Explore language arts, social studies and science with videos, slideshows, quizzes and maps.

Want to try it?
Want to buy it?
Follett is offering new titles for
the 2017-2018 school year. Go to
titlewave.com/go/lightbox to add
Lightbox titles to your next purchase.

Want to try it?
Hear what educators are saying and
try the Lightbox demo by visiting
school.follett.com/lightbox.
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